UT10-2S Package with Mobile VersiBoom™ II

Part Number: PUT10-2S

- 2 Speed Ultra Tugger® (UT10-2S) is a one-stop-shop! The only 2 speed puller on the market that can shift from high speed/low load pulling to low speed/high load pulling with a simple double-tap motion on the foot pedal control switch.
- Use for cable pulls requiring high as well as low pulling loads. The no-load high speed is 16 ft./min. and is best suited for loads up to 4,000 lbs. where the speed will be 12 ft./min. The no-load low speed is 9 ft./min. and can be used on loads up to 8,000 lbs. where the speed will be 6 ft./min., or a momentary peak capacity of 10,000 lbs.
- Mobile VersiBoom™ II sets up in less than 2 minutes and can be used in every pulling situation. This combination of speed and versatility can increase your productivity, equaling more pulls in a day and delivering greater benefit to your bottom line!

SPECIFICATIONS

Capacity: 0 - 6500.000 LB (0 - 28.900 KN) Continuous Operation, 6500.000 - 8000.000 LB (28.900 - 35.600 KN) 15 Minutes ON/15 Minutes OFF, 8000.000 - 10000.000 LB (35.600 - 44.500 KN) Momentary